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Letter to Vietnamese District

From: Robert Redman (
Sent: Wed 9/26/07 6:41 PM
To: Larry McKinney (lmckinney@simpsonuniversity.edu)
Cc: Stanley Clark (sclark@simpsonuniversity.edu)

Larry,

I've been thinking some about Tai's letter to his district's workers. I know I said earlier we
should just ride this out without getting involved, but I'm no longer sure that is a good idea. As
long as Tai was willing to keep Dr. Nha's dismissal a private matter, I can see where keeping it
private would be in our interest, too. NOW,however, Tai has gone public. And while his issues
with Nha would seem not to involve us, we are already involved. I'm concerned about how this
letter can affect our reputation, and therefore our recruiting and fundraising among VN
churches.

Tai's letter puts Simpson in a bad light. The letter maligns Dr. Nha in a way that is likely to
leave its reader wondering why on earth Simpson UniversitylTozer Seminary would want to
have hLmrepresent ttand teach for it. But-Tai~-case...i~b.uilt.Qn-mislRfor:mation that calls fOF-· -
correction. Some examples:

1) Nha has not been operating behind Tai's back. Tai omits mention of our meeting in February
2006. He told me then that he did not wish to be involved personally in a partnership with Tin
Lanh, nor did he want AEDSto be involved officially; but he did volunteer Nha to help us in any
way he could. Nha's participation in working with us to develop the partnership was far from
overstepping his boundaries as Dean of AEDS;it was at Tai's specific request. O'B O'Brien can
corroborate this. It is simply not true that Tai had no knowledge of Nha's activities (the letters
from you and Gary demonstrate the opposite of Tai's point, since Nha requested those letters
so that everything would be handled above board). There may be more to their relationship
than this issue, but the letter seems to suggest that Nha's work on the Simpson-Tin Lanh
partnership is the sole reason for Nha's dismissal and it creates the impression that Simpson
was complicit in his insubordination. Without a response, this kind of innuendo can quickly
grow into doubts about Simpson's integrity in this matter.

(In my view, in Feb 06 Tai probably did not think that anything would come of our negotiations
with the Tin Lanh, so there would be no harm in assigning Nha to help us. Things really began
to change between Tai and Nha when the MOUwas signed in January 07. It was undoubtedly a
surprise to him, and as a result he found himself on the outside looking in.)

2) Nha has not been operating on his own agenda. Most importantly, he did not manipulate
the Tin Lanh leaders into coming to Simpson to visit Jim Grant in July 2005. It was their idea,
and we know this because they told us so during their visit here in January. Without a
response, the letter makes it looks like Tin Lanh was obligated to approach Simpson only
through the agency of Tai and the VN District. However, Gary has gone on record as saying Tin
Lanh deserves to have a national church to national church relationship with us, and should not
have to go through the VN District.

3) Tai accuses us of naivete and ignorance of the situation in Vietnam and the Vietnamese
District: Never mind the input we received from O'B O'Brien, Joe Kong, Bob Fetherlin, and
others. And Gary's experience as a DS, college president, and C&MAdirector and yours in
international theological education simply doesn't count. This is plain chutzpah, but without a
response I can well imagine some leaders in the Vietnamese District who are on the fence will
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harm our effort to recruit students and raise funds among Vietnamese churches. I'm happy to
meet with you at your convenience 0 discuss is further.

Robb

Or. Robb Redman
Dean, A.W. Tozer Theological Seminary
2211 College View Or.
Redding, CA 96003
530.226.4144 (office)
210.863.2830 (mobile)
530.226.4871 (fax)

www.simsonunivers.it~.eduLtozer


